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INTERIOR
Improved ergonomics
<span lang="EN-GB">The new Roadster is more user friendly than ever. Its redesigned
centre console is easier to use. And there is much more driver- and passenger-seat storage,
better instrument illumination and newly improved meter display. Our goal? To make driving
the Roadster, as pleasurable as it is exhilarating.</span>

Ventilated alezan orange leather seats
Available as an option, alezan orange leather seats are as breezy as the 350Z ROADSTER
itself. Airflow is directed through the ventilated dark grey net material in the seat’s centre and
backrest, keeping your body cool. While alezan orange leather around the sides, headrest
and back keeps the 350Z ROADSTER looking hot.

Navigation system and trip computer
<span lang="EN-GB">What&#8217;s your average speed? What&#8217;s the fastest way
home? No more guessing. Everything you want to know is on the 350Z&#8217;s computer or
its new Navteq navigation system. From average fuel consumption and distance to empty to
upcoming traffic jams and alternate routes...all the answers are at your finger tips.</span>

Electric adjustable seats
<span lang="EN-GB">Both driver and passenger have two adjustments for their seats,
controlled by two electric switches per seat. So it&#8217;s easy to find your ideal position for
driving or watching the view slide by.</span>

EXTERIOR
Breath-taking design
The 350Z ROADSTER exudes confidence. Every detail contributes to its thrill: sculpture-like
door handles. Stainless steel dual exhaust pipes. Asymmetrical protection bars and back
panels whose smooth lines speak of speed.

Aluminium components
<span lang="EN-GB">The light weight components of the 350Z Roadster make it even more
powerful. The strong but light aluminium hood and suspension take kilos off the car&#8217;s
weight. Since it&#8217;s lighter, the Roadster handles better &#8211; and saves
fuel.</span>

18” alloy wheels & RAYS forged alloy wheels
<p>6-spoke 18&#8221; RAYS alloy wheels come as standard. Each RAYS wheel is 4 kilos
lighter than the standard wheels featured on 2005 models. And the simple 6-spoke styling
adds an elegant touch to the car&#8217;s sporty character.<br /> </p>
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Stainless steel dual exhaust pipes
A sports car wouldn’t be complete without a dual exhaust. So it will come as no surprise that
the 350Z ROADSTER has a dual exhaust (single each side) with each pipe finished in
stainless steel. It not only adds the finishing touch to this stylish car, it sounds even better
than you’d imagine too.
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Gun Metal Sunset Azure

Chilli Pepper Blade Kuro Black

S=Solid, M=Metallic, PM=Pearl Metallic
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Carbon Cloth Charcoal Leather Alezan Orange Leather ventilated net
seats, with gearshift and handbrake
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ENGINE
3.5 V6 engine with 300 PS & 353 Nm
<span lang="EN-GB"><span lang="EN-GB">he 3.5 V6 is for purists.</span> <span
lang="ES-TRAD">No turbos, no superchargers, no gimmicks.</span> <span
lang="EN-GB">Just 300 PS of pure power at 6400 rpm. With powerful acceleration at any
speed, thanks to the 353 Nm flat torque characteristics of the normally aspirated sports car
engine. Plus an intake system that improves volumetric efficiency, a state-of-the-art exhaust
manifold and variable valve timing. It all adds up to an engine that delivers pure
exhilaration.</span></span>

0-62mph in 6.2 seconds
<p><span lang="EN-GB">Acceleration begins with calculated gulps of air. The large
displacement engine manages this tremendous air intake to provide a wide torque range -
353 Nm, one of the best in its class. In plain language, that means you can accelerate
smoothly in any gear. Building up speed eagerly from low revs. So when you hit the gas,
you&#8217;re pushed back in your seat. No matter what your speed.</span></p>

Euro IV compliant
<p><span lang="EN-GB">The 350Z&#8217;s motor isn&#8217;t just powerful. It also meets
Euro IV standards for petrol cars, which calls for extremely low emissions of carbon
monoxide, hydrocarbons and other pollutants.&#160;</span></p>

HANDLING & BRAKING
53%/47% weight distribution
Thanks to an ideal 53/47% front to rear weight distribution, the 350Z ROADSTER keeps you
in control around corners. When you brake heavily approaching the turn, weight shifts to the
front of the car. This results in improved traction on the front wheels as you enter the turn.
Just when you begin to accelerate out of the apex, weight shifts towards the rear, creating a
near perfect 50/50 balance.

Long wheel base for high speed stability
<span lang="EN-GB">You can see the racing pedigree in the shape. Like a formula race car,
the 350Z Roadster was basically poured around the wheels placed at the far corners. The
centre of gravity was set in the middle by pushing the engine back, the fuel tank forward, and
the driver&#8217;s seat towards the middle. The result: a long wheelbase and centred
weight for greater stability &#8211; even at high speeds.</span>

Brembo brakes
<p><span lang="EN-GB">A 300 HP sports car needs brakes as powerful as its engine.
Which is why the 350Z ROADSTER is equipped with Brembo brakes &#8211; world
renowned in motor sports. Large yet light-weight aluminium callipers use four pistons on the
front wheels and two at the back. They squeeze high-friction brake pads against
large-diameter discs. The ventilated discs dissipate heat and resist brake fade. So you can
always feel confident in your stopping power.</span></p>
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Three braking systems
<p><span lang="EN-GB">Three braking systems work together to help you stop safely.
Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) distributes maximum braking effort onto the rear
wheels, depending on the load in the car and the road surface. Nissan Brake Assist (NBA)
helps you apply the brakes fully, so pressure is high on the wheels but low at the pedal.
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) monitors each wheel and prevents <span
lang="EN-GB">them from locking &#8211; keeping you in control of
steering.</span></span></p>
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FUEL CONSUMPTION CO2 Emissions
g/km

RELATIVE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

3.5 V6 Manual Aluminium (2 door) 12.0 288

Energy chart legend

Energy legend text
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ACTIVE SAFETY
Brembo brakes
A 280 HP sports car needs brakes as powerful as its engine. Which is why the 350Z
ROADSTER is equipped with Brembo brakes – world renowned in motor sports. Large yet
light-weight aluminium callipers use four pistons on the front wheels and two at the back.
They squeeze high-friction brake pads against large-diameter discs. The ventilated discs
dissipate heat and resist brake fade. So you can always feel confident in your stopping
power.

Three braking systems
Three braking systems work together to help you stop safely. Electronic Brakeforce
Distribution (EBD) distributes maximum braking effort onto the rear wheels, depending on the
load in the car and the road surface. Nissan Brake Assist (NBA) helps you apply the brakes
fully, so pressure is high on the wheels but low at the pedal. Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
monitors each wheel and prevents them from locking – keeping you in control of steering.

ESP & TCS
In emergency manoeuvres, the Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) helps the 350Z
ROADSTER stay on track. A wide range of electronic sensors monitor wheel speed and
steering angle. The system reduces engine output and applies braking to individual wheels
to correct under- and over-steer. It can be de-activated by the driver. ESP includes a Traction
Control System (TCS), which reduces wheelspin during full power acceleration.

Limited-slip rear differential
When you’re taking a corner at speed, the limited-slip rear differential (LSD) keeps the 350Z
ROADSTER steady. LSD gives power to the rear wheel with the most traction. This helps
keep the car headed in the direction you want to go.

PASSIVE SAFETY
4 Airbags
No matter where an impact may come from, the 350Z ROADSTER’s four airbags (driver and
passenger, front and side) help protect you and your passenger.

Safer seat belts
In the unfortunate event of an accident, sensors monitor and measure the load on the belt
and keep it from over-tightening – preventing seat belt-induced injuries. Whilst pretensioners
in the seat belts take up the slack at all times, ensuring the seat belts are ready to work
effectively and efficiently at any moment.

Body rigidity
The 350Z ROADSTER boasts a highly rigid chassis, thanks to a race car-style subframe
together with a rear strut brace, body stabiliser and double floor structure. The result is nearly
instantaneous response timing between the front and rear axles when cornering, virtually
eliminating body roll. Steel side-door guards provide extra protection in the event of a side
impact.
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Grade : 350Z Roadster

The 350Z ROADSTER stands out from
the crowd, with standard details like 18”
cast alloy wheels and xenon headlamps. It
doesn’t skimp on convenience either, with
features such as electric adjustable seats
and automatic air conditioning.
From £27,845

Grade : 350Z Roadster with GT
Pack

The 350Z ROADSTER with GT Pack adds
a touch of exclusivity, with a premium
Bose audio system, cruise control and
heated charcoal leather seats.
From £30,345
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350Z
Roadster

350Z
Roadster
with GT

Pack

Comfort

Electric adjustable seats

Heated seats

Exterior

Black soft top

18" RAYS alloy wheels

Blue soft top

Performance

ESP

Brembo brakes

Radio and Navigation

160W radio/cassette with 6-CD in-dash changer and 4 speakers

Safety

Front and side airbags

Security

Alarm

Technology

Climate control air conditioning

Premium Bose audio system, 240W with 7 speakers

Cruise control
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350Z
Roadster

350Z
Roadster
with GT

Pack

Services

3-year or 60,000 miles warranty

3-year paint warranty

12-month RAC Roadside Assistance package (1) (1)

12-year anti-corrosion warranty

(1) *Subject to availability. Benefits and services are provided by RAC Motoring Services and/or RAC Insurance Limited (Reg'd Nos 1424399 and
2355834 Reg'd office RAC House, 1 Forest Road, Feltham, TW13 7RR). RAC Motoring Services (in respect of insurance mediation activities
only) and RAC Insurance Limited are authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority and within the jurisdiction of the Financial
Ombudsman Service and Financial Services Compensation Scheme. Roadside Assistance has been arranged for you by Nissan and is provided
by RAC free of charge. Details of the contractual arrangements under which RAC Services are provided to you are available by calling 0870 366
5603.

Legend

Standard Optional Standard on some grades

Grades & equipment
STANDARD FEATURES AND OPTIONS BY GRADE
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GRADE BODY PRICE VAT
incl.

PRICE VAT
excl.

3.5 V6 Manual Aluminium 350Z
Roadster

3 door £27,845 £23,487

3.5 V6 Manual Aluminium 350Z
Roadster with

GT Pack

3 door £30,345 £25,614

NISSAN 350Z ROADSTER
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350Z
Roadster

350Z
Roadster
with GT

Pack

Base Price
VAT incl.

Base Price
VAT excl.

Exterior

Blue soft top £23.50 £23.00

Services

Extended Warranty (1 Year Extension / Up to 60,000 miles) (1) (1) £409.00 £409.00

Extended Warranty (2 Year Extension / Up to 70,000 miles) (1) (1) £749.00 £749.00

Extended Warranty (2 Year Extension / Up to 100,000 miles) (1) (1) £1,249.00 £1,249.00

(1) Full terms and conditions,including exclusions, are contained in the Nissan Extended Warranty policy booklet which is available on request by
calling 0870 752 7022.It can also be accessed in the Extended Warranty section of this website (Services/Warranty/Extended Warranty/Policy
Summary). Nissan Extended Care is underwritten by Motors Insurance Company Limited (Reg’d office Jubilee House, 5 Mid Point Business
Park, Thornbury, West Yorkshire BD3 7AG). Nissan Motor GB Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. * Benefits and
services are provided by RAC Motoring Services and/or RAC Insurance Limited (Reg’d nos 1424399 & 2355834 Reg’d office RAC House, 1
Forest Road, Feltham, TW13 7RR). RAC Motoring Services (in respect of insurance mediation activities only) and RAC Insurance Limited are
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority and within the jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman Service and Financial
Services Compensation Scheme.

Legend

Standard Optional Standard on some grades

PV Price Disclaimer
On The Road Price includes VAT, 12 months Government Vehicle Excise Duty (determined by CO2 emissions figure and fuel type and
Government First Registration Fee.
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BASE UNIT PRICE
VAT incl.

BASE UNIT PRICE
VAT excl.

REFERENCE
NUMBER

Exterior

Mudguards (Front) £66.78 £56.83 999J2-ZPKH3E3

Mudguards (Rear) £66.78 £56.83 999J2-ZPKH3E4

Car Cover £275.00 £234.04 99998-57103

Entry Guards £101.05 £86.00 999M1-ZPEUR

Number Plate Surround £30.71 £26.14 99998-39001

Valve Caps (set of 4) £17.50 £14.89 99998-33002

White side reflectors £37.06 £31.54 B61D0-CD410

Lower Front Spoiler £240.88 £205.00 F2650-CE800

19" Nismo Alloy Wheel Front (each - two required) £511.68 £435.47 4030S-RN893-10

19" Nismo Alloy Wheel Rear (Each - two required) £525.51 £447.24 4030SRN898-10

Interior

Air Vent Trim £55.30 £47.06 99998-80101

Floor Mats £61.43 £52.28 KE756-CD081

Boot Mat £55.47 £47.21 KE840-CE081

Spare Wheel Storage Tray £30.71 £26.14 99998-45002

Horizontal Luggage Net £41.15 £35.02 999C1-ZPEUR

Performance

Nismo Radiator Cap £47.00 £40.00 21430-RS012

Nismo Air Filter £64.63 £55.00 16546-RN070

Safety

Ultrasonic Rear Parking System £247.46 £210.60 KE511-99900

· Prices stated are guide prices only and do not include any labour or painting costs where applicable. <br> · In the case of alloys wheels,
new tyres may be required. Any prices quoted do not include the cost of tyres. <br> · Certain accessories may not be compatible with
other accessories or standard vehicle specifications and equipment. <br> · Some accessories may require additional parts or fitting kits
that are not included in the stated price. <br> Accordingly, you should contact your local authorised Nissan dealer for the most current
information.
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General Disclaimer
This brochure is for general guidance only and its contents do not in any way constitute an offer or representations by Nissan. While all
reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided, due to Nissan's policy of continuous product
improvement and testing, all particulars contained are subject to constant revision and Nissan reserves the right to change, alter or modify,
among other things, specifications, colours and prices of models and accessories, without any notice at any time. Because of the limitations of
the printing processes, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used.
Accordingly you should consult your local Nissan Authorised Dealer for the exact introduction dates for all models and for the most current
information. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure, without the written permission of Nissan, is forbidden. Nissan Roadside Assistance
has been arranged for you by Nissan and is provided by RAC free of charge. Details of the contractual arrangements under which RAC Services
are provided to you are available by calling 0870 366 5603. Roadside, Recovery and At Home products are provided by RAC Motoring Services
(Registered No 1424399 Registered office RAC House, 1 Forest Road, Feltham, TW13 7RR). RAC Motoring Services (in respect of insurance
mediation activities only) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority and within the jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman
Service and Financial Services Compensation Scheme. Onward Travel is underwritten by RAC Insurance Limited (Registered No 2355834
Registered office RAC House, 1 Forest Road, Feltham, TW13 7RR). RAC Insurance Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Services Authority and within the jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman Service and Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
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